
EXAM ANSWER SKELETON 
 

KEY: 
Legislation 
Section 
Cases 
[insert facts relevant to Question] 
Headings/Checklist/Write 

 
DEFINING THE MARKET - GENERAL 

 
WRITE: Introduction 
 As per s 4E of the Competition and Consumer Act a market is a market in Australia (Air NZ v ACCC), 
and when used in relation to goods or services, includes a market for those goods or services and 
other goods or services that are substitutable for, or otherwise competitive with the first mentioned 
goods or services. 
 
[Party X], in alleging the anti-competitive conduct, will push the market to be specified for the market 
of [A product]. [Party Y] in defending the conduct, will argue to define the market more broadly, as a 
market that includes [A, B and C] products. The market is defined by four dimensions, product, 
functional, geographic and temporal. 
 
WRITE: Product Dimension of the Market 
The small but significant non-transitory increase in price (SSNIP) test must be assessed in defining the 
market (Cellophane Case). The consumer reaction to a slight increase (5% per the 4.21 Merger 
Guidelines) of [Product X] over a long period of time would likely lead to consumers [moving to 
similar Product Y/ or continuing to purchase Product X as it is rare and there are no substitutes 
available]. This demonstrates that there is a [high cross-elasticity of demand between two 
interchangeable products/a low cross-elasticity of demand and the products are not mutually 
suitable], demonstrating that products [X/Y/Z compete in the same market/do not compete in the 
same market]. 
 
The cross elasticity of supply must also be considered. On the facts, it is [likely/unclear/unlikely] that 
there are firms that could fill a void and enter the market. (Regents v Subaru) 
 
The hypothetical monopolist test must also be considered (Re QLD Co-Op Milling Association). The 
consumer reaction if [the Company] ‘gave less and charged more’ would be that consumers would 
[shift to another product/keep buying the product], demonstrates that the market contains [Product 
X only/ Product X, Y and Z]. 
 
 

 



WRITE: Geographic Dimension of the Market 
There may be practice reasons such as transport cots, perishable nature of goods that may constrain 
the substitute’s [Product Y/Z] being constrained to [Location X/Y/Z]. As [Product X] is relatively cheap 
it is unlikely people will travel long distances for less savings. 
 
WRITE: Functional Dimension of the Market 
The functional dimension in considered with the market as a whole. The role of [Company X] is as a 
[manufacturer/wholesaler/retailer]. Thus, it is likely they will compete with [Company Y] as it plays 
the same role in the same market. 
 
WRITE: Temporal Dimension of the Market 
The timeliness of cross elasticities of supply and demand to function as potential constraints on the 
exercise of market power by a firm. As there seems to be high barriers of entry in the market [e.g. 
high setting up costs, substitution] a new player entering the market] would take a long time to 
occur. 
 
WRITE: Market Structure (factors from QCMA) 
 
1. BARRIERS TO ENTRY 
Anti-competitive conduct must affect the structure of the market. QCMA denotes that barriers of 
entering into the market is arguably the most important consideration. If the market has low barriers 
to entry, there will be potential competition even if there is no actual competition. It is likely that 
new entrants, will encounter barriers of entry such as [choose relevant of the following]: 

• [Company X] will suffer a high cost disadvantage as setting up (infrastructures/factories) 
require a considerable amount of investment 

• there are many legislative barriers such as licences [Company X] e.g. Tooth and Toohey 
• there are intellectual barriers as [Company Y] holds to patent for this technology 
• on the facts there is brand loyalty and it is likely that customers of [Company Y] will not 

leave [Company Y] regardless of price change 
 

2. NUMBER OF COMPETITORS 
The number of competitors in their market and their market share is the second most important 
consideration. On the facts, the market is [highly concentrated/not highly concentrated]. As, there is 
only a few numbers of firms, this is indicative of a less competitive market.  
 
3. PRODUCT DIFFERENTIAL WITHIN THE MARKET 
As [product X] demonstrates substantial product differentiation due to features [X/Y/Z], and this 
leads to [Company X] demonstrating more Market power. 
 
4. VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
As the same company, [Company X], owns the manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing of the 
product, there seems to be less competition. Nb: Consider arrangements Among firms 
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MISLEADING OR DECEPTIVE CONDUCT 
 

BACKGROUND 
Section 18 of ACL 

o “A person must not, in trade or commerce, engage in conduct that is 
misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead or deceive.” 

• Misrepresentation – a vitiating factor under common law 
o Applies to misrepresentations of fact intended to induce entry into a contract 

and having that effect eg. Alati v Kruger, Vadasz v Pioneer Concrete 
o Still applies, but largely superseded by broader statutory actions 

• S52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) 
o Prohibited misleading or deceptive conduct by corporations in trade or 

commerce 
o Equivalent State legislation applied to individuals 

• S18 of the Australian Consumer Law  
o Replaced the TPA from 1 January 2011 
o Prohibits misleading or deceptive conduct in trade or commerce 

 
INTRODUCTION 

• A statutory norm of conduct - Section18 creates a statutory norm or standard of 
conduct in trade or commerce.  

• For consumers and commercial entities - S.18 can be relied on by consumers, but is 
not limited to consumer protection and can also be relied on by commercial entities 

• A ‘catch all’ provision - Section 18 of the ACL is a “catch all” provision.  There are 
prohibitions in relation to a wide range of specific representations in sections 29 to 
38.  eg – s29 – false or misleading representations about goods or services.  

• Wide range of remedies –  
o If s.18 is invoked, a person who has suffered loss by the conduct is entitled to 

claim damages to compensate them for that loss: s.236 ACL 
o The court is also given the power to grant any other order that it thinks fit to 

prevent loss being suffered as a result of a breach of s.18, including a 
declaration that a contract is void or is to be varied, or that a person should 
refund money or return property: ss. 237 and 243 

 
RELEVANT PROVISIONS IN THE ACL 
Nature of provision ACL Under the TPA 

(former regime)* 

Prohibition against misleading or 
deceptive conduct 

s18 s52 

Definition “engaging in conduct” s2(2) S4(2) 
Representations as to future matters s4 (note – this provision is not 

identical to 51A of the TPA) 
s51A  

Injunction s232 S80 
Damages s236 S82 
Other orders ss237 and 243 s87 
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APPLICATION OF SECTION 18 

• s 18 applies as federal law to conduct of corporations and certain natural persons. 
• s 18 applies as state/ territory law to conduct of corporations and all natural persons. 
• s 18 does not apply to financial products or financial services; however, it is mirrored 

in the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) and the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 
 

EXAM ANSWER SKELETON 
 
SUGGESTED ANSWER PLAN 

1. Identify the conduct 
2. Is it in trade or commerce? 
3. Identify the audience 
4. Assess – is the conduct misleading or deceptive? 

- Consider general principles 
- Consider special rules if: 

• Conduct is silence; or 
• Representation as to a future matter 

5. Consider impact of any exclusion clauses 
6. Consider remedy 

 
STEP 1:  IDENTIGY THE ‘CONDUCT’ DEFINED IN S2(2) ACL 

2. (a) a reference to engaging in conduct is a reference to doing or refusing to do any 
act, including: 

i. the making of, or the giving effect to a provision of, a contract or 
arrangement; or 

ii. the arriving at, or the giving effect to a provision of, an 
understanding; or 

iii. the requiring of the giving of, or the giving of, a covenant…  
(c) a reference to refusing to do an act includes a reference to: 

(i) refraining (otherwise than inadvertently) from doing that act; or 
(ii) making it known that that act will not be done… 

 
STEP 2:  IS THE CONDUCT IN ‘IN TRADE OF COMMERCE’ 

• Defined s 2(1) of the ACL   the phrase ‘trade or commerce” means: 
(a) trade or commerce within Australia; or 
(b) trade or commerce between Australia and places outside Australia 

And includes any business or professional activity (whether or not carried on for 
profit) 

• Test from Concrete Constructions v Nelson – Majority of HCA held that: 
- “in trade or commerce” means that the conduct has to be made towards a 

person with whom the corporation has dealings of a trading or commercial 
nature, and must itself relate to dealings of a trading or commercial nature.  
It is not enough for the conduct complained of to be incidental to the 
corporation’s business  
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• Consider the nature of the conduct and the context 
• Key exclusions: 

- Conduct in a private capacity - “trade or commerce” doesn’t include- - 
conduct in a private capacity relating to a domestic transaction (ie not a 
business context)  

- Many contracts with government, except to the extent government is 
“carrying on a business” 

 
STEP 3: IDENTIFY THE AUDIENCE 

Is the audience a general class, or specific individuals? In determining whether conduct is 
misleading or deceptive, you need to consider the relevant audience.  Can be analysed 
from two points of view (Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty) 
 

• “Questions of allegedly misleading conduct… can be analysed from two points of 
view. One is employed in relation to ‘members of a class to which the conduct in 
question [is] directed in a general sense’. The other … is employed where the 
objects of the conduct are ‘identified individuals to whom a particular 
misrepresentation has been made or from whom a relevant fact, circumstance or 
proposal has been withheld’; they are considered quite apart from any class into 
which they fall.” 
 

• The former approach is common when remedies other than those conferred by 
[s236 - damages] of the Act are under consideration.  But the former approach is 
inappropriate, and the latter is inevitable, in cases like the present, where monetary 
relief is sought by a plaintiff who alleges that a particular misrepresentation was 
made to identified persons, of whom the plaintiff was one ...” 
 

• If the conduct is directed to the general public or a class of persons: it is necessary 
to isolate by some criterion a representative member of that class:  

- Campomar Sociedad Limitada v Nike International; ACCC v TPG 
 

• If the conduct is directed to specific individuals: consider the nature of the parties, 
the character of the transaction and what the parties knew about each other: 

- Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty  
 
OPTION A: Conduct Directed To The Public At Large Introduction 

• Campomar Sociedad Limitada v Nike International Limited 
o “Where the persons in question are not identified individuals to whom a 

particular misrepresentation has been made … but are members of a class to 
which the conduct in question was directed in a general sense, it is necessary 
to isolate by some criterion a representative member of that class.” 

• Members of this group are expected to take reasonable care of their own interests 
by paying a reasonable level of attention to information provided. Furthermore, they 
would not react to the conduct in question in an extreme or fanciful way. (TPG) 

• Australian Competition and Consumer Commission v TPG Internet 
o ACCC argued that TPG’s marketing methods were misleading 
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o - “It is often said that to state an opinion which one does hold implies 
thatone has reasonable grounds for holding it. In some circumstances that 
may be so, but why should it be so in all? Assume that two people are 
asked: “In your opinion, is that document a contract?”, one answers “yes” 
and the other answers “yes and I have reasonable grounds for that view”. 
The two answers are different. The first answer does not imply the second, 
unless there are special circumstances indicating that it should 

 
Butcher v Lachlan Elder Realty [2004] HCA 60 
Facts: 

• Agent selling waterfront property in North Sydney; it prepared marketing 
brochure – single sheet of paper with plan on one side;other side had photos of 
rear of land showing moored boats and ajetty, and lawned area; also photo from 
back deck showing part of a swimming pool; 

• Impression was that pool was part of land; P’s informed A wanted to move the 
pool closer to fence; 

• Highwater mark was significant for Ps 
• Brochure had a disclaimer; ‘All information contained herein is gathered from 

sources we believe to be reliable. However we cannot guarantee it's [sic] accuracy 
and interested persons should rely on their own enquiries.’ 

Issue: Was there misleading or deceptive conduct. 
Held: 

• A did no more than communicate what seller was representing; this made clear 
by survey diagram and disclaimer 

• Ps were sophisticated – he was a company director, they were both had 
sophisticated knowledge and experience in business and real estate 

• It was expensive property to be used as an investment 
• No suggestion A had adopted the survey of the land for the diagram 

 
Parkdale Custom Built Furniture v Puxu 
FACTS: 

• Puxu manufactured furniture; one design – the ‘Contour’ range; some time later 
Parkdale manufactured ‘Rawhide’ range; general impression was that both ranges 
were substantially similar. 

• Parkdale labelled its products clearly distinguishing it from Puxu range. 
• Full Fed Court granted injunction restraining Parkdale from engaging in M/D 

conduct 
HELD: 
▪ Can copy another product with intention of gaining advantage of successful marketing 
of the copied product without engaging in M/D conduct; 
▪ An ordinary person who read the labels would not be M/D 
▪ Evidence some members of public M/D is not conclusive 
▪ If members of public mislead for reasons other than D’s conduct - irrelevant 
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Taco Co of Australia Inc v Taco Bell Pty Ltd (1982) 42 ALR 177  
FACTS: 

• R incorporated in NSW – operated business at Bondi 
• called ‘Taco Bell’s Casa’; 
• in 1974 registered business names of Taco Bell and Taco Casa 
• A- incorporated in US with aim of establishing Taco Bell restaurants in Aust; in 

1981 began operating restaurant in Sydney 
• At trial – R gained an injunction preventing A from using Taco Bell in Sydney 

HELD: 
• appeal dismissed 
• If representation to individuals – reasonably direct and uncomplicated 
• Evidence of nature of erroneous assumptions may be relevant and sometimes 

decisive 
 
Google Inc v ACCC [2013] HCA 1 
FACTS: 

• G – displayed search results in ‘sponsored’ and ‘organic’ form; 
• – sponsored search term ‘harvey world travel’ – linked to organic searches for STA 

Travel (a competitor) 
 - sponsored search term ‘honda.com.au’ – linked to URL for Carsales 

•  - sponsored search term ‘Alpha Dog Training’ – linked to The Dog Trainer Pty Ltd 
(Ausdog) – a competitor 

• sponsored search term ‘just 4x4s magazine’ – linked to the Trading Post Australia 
HELD: 

• depends on whether it would appear to ordinary and reasonable members of the 
relevant class that the corporation has adopted or endorsed that representation; 

• An ordinary/reasonable person would not believe that Google had adopted or 
endorsed the repn in the sponsored links 

 
ACCC v TPG [2013] HCA 54 
HELD:  

• High Court decided advertisement was an intrusion on the consciousness 
of the target Audience - may have only paid perfunctory attention 

• Dominant message to audience- “Unlimited ADSL2+ for $29.99 per 
month”. Small print information not enough to correct false impression 
created by the “dominant message” 

• - Decision - Conduct of TPG Internet breached s18 - the fine print in the 
advertisement did nothing to correct the false impression created by the 
dominant message that TPG would provide ‘unlimited ADSL2+ for $29-99 
per month’ 

 
 
 
 


